
MAF Book Discussion on Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn 

 

MAF members engaged in a lively discussion about this immensely popular novel of psychological 

suspense. It proved to be a polarizing read for members, with some who hated the book, particularly the 

characters, and those who – while not fans of the characters – found a lot to interest them in the 

exploration of the relationships.  

The key relationship being the failing marriage between Amy and Nick, we gave it the majority of our 

attention. While it was difficult (or even impossible) to like either Nick or Amy, it proved fascinating to 

follow the twists and turns of their relationship. When we meet them, they are “the golden couple…Soul 

mates. They could complete each other’s sentences, guess each other’s reactions…they are smart, 

charming, gorgeous, and also narcissistic, selfish, and cruel.” (as the author states). We also talked about 

the other thing they had in common: they were both lonely. Loneliness, and how different characters 

handle it, is a common theme in Flynn’s books. The first two books focus on an individual character’s 

loneliness. Here, the author weaves it into the mix of what makes up the marriage between Amy and 

Nick. 

Members commented on how initially their sympathy was with “Diary Amy” and that Nick was 

essentially a jerk. He didn’t seem to appreciate her efforts (although her “treasure hunts” were felt to be 

manipulative & self-centered from the start) her willingness to move to North Carthage Missouri, or her 

giving Nick and his sister the money to open the bar. We also felt Nick depended on women to fix things 

for him and take care of him, while not particularly liking them. We speculated that his being the “baby” 

of the family was an early formation point for his character, just as “Amazing Amy” plays a critical role in 

the formation of Amy’s character. The revelation near the end of Part 1 (Boy Loses Girl) about Nick’s 

guilty secret lost even more sympathy for him from the group. Those who hadn’t initially thought he was 

involved in her disappearance, started to believe that he actually killed her. One member pointed out 

how the scenes where Nick is “dreaming” about Amy on the bloody, kitchen floor. 

We felt there was a “switch” thrown in Part 2 (Boy Meets Girl) where much of what one thought about 

“Diary Amy” is revealed to be lies, and the narration given by Amy lets readers know just how viciously 

manipulative and calculating she is. As we become more and more aware of how Amy sees the world 



and her rightful “amazing” place at the center of it, we come to see her version of dispensing 

“judgment” on those she find guilty of crimes against her. We also come to know that she is fully aware 

of Nick’s secret, and appreciated the writer’s tongue-in-cheek moment calling the character “Able 

Andie” – the name of the character fictional “Amazing Amy” is supposed to have wed. A number of 

members expressed how much they disliked the whole “Amazing Amy” aspect of how her two child 

psychologist parents raised her. Some felt it was a major contributor to her problems while one person 

felt that maybe the whole “Amazing Amy” was their way to stay safe around their psychotic child! 

 

 

 

In the final Part [Boy Gets Girl Back (of Vice Versa)], we saw the fruition of another statement the author 

makes about them: She goes on to say “they complete each other – in a very dangerous way”.  In the 

story Amy talks about one of them having thorns and the other having the perfect holes for the thorns 

to fit into. We felt that was creepily accurate. Members were also horrified to think about what kind of 

parents these two would be, particularly Amy as a mother – and how it brings the cycle of horrible 

parenting full-circle.  

We talked about Flynn’s interest in the “con” of dating, where people often pretend to be different than 

whom they really are. Amy is a past master at this, and part of Nick’s confusion about her is that the 

Amy he married and the Amy he’s been with in Missouri are very different people. What he hasn’t 

seemed to realize is or own up to, is that he too is a very different Nick than the one Amy married – and 

she’s determined to get “him” back. By the end of the story both Amy and Nick are the versions she 

wants them to be – at least on the surface… 

Members found Gone Girl to be an uncomfortable read, most even disliking it – but there was no 

question that it led to a discussion that everyone not only could get into – they had to talk about it. 

 


